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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor, the following typographical errors have been corrected in the manuscript.

Page 3:
End of paragraph 1:- shifted the "(" from before the references to (.....lost)
2nd last sentence:- shifted the word "often" "from are not often" to "...often not.."

Page 5:
End of first sentence- deleted the word "assessment" and replaced it with"status"

Page 7:
End of first paragraph, 2nd last sentence- Shifted the references 22 and 23 to end of the sentence.

Second paragraph- Inserted a hyphen "-" between "HIV-positive" and "HIV-negative". This same change was also made on the 1st paragraph of page 10 and on page 12.

The last sentence on the page- changed from...."an independent." to "..."the independent.."

Page 8:
3rd paragraph end of 1st sentence- removed the word "versus" and replaced with "compared"

Inserted a hyphen "-" in CESD to now read "CES-D"

Page 11:
End of 2nd paragraph- replaced the word "of" with "for" in "....dual prevalence
of..." to now read "... dual prevalence for...."

Page 14:
3rd paragraph- deleted "and""...NS......and coordination..." It now reads " NS... design, coordination as well as ...."

Page 19:
Deleted " among" which was appearing before the HIV positive group.